RUSSIAN MAJOR

Prerequisite

___  Russian 28  Term: _______

Requirements: (10 courses; 11 if writing a thesis)

___  One course from Russian 10-19  Term: _______

___  Russian 29  Term: _______

___  Russian 31  Term: _______

___  One course from Russian 32-39  Term: _______

___  One course from either Russian 41 or 42  Term: _______

___  Russian 71, which can be culminating experience  Term: _______

___  A course which constitutes the culminating experience - Russian 71 or 86  Term: _______

(In addition, those writing an Honors Thesis will enroll in RUSS 87 and may enroll in RUSS 85 as preparation for thesis.)

(____________________RUSS 85)  Term: _______

(____________________ RUSS 87)  Term: _______

Four more courses in Russian: Two courses may be counted from the LSA+ (Russian 22 and 23).

__________________________  Term: _______

__________________________  Term: _______

__________________________  Term: _______

__________________________  Term: _______

__________________________  Term: _______